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Segregation legal and natural: an empirical study of the legally protected and free 
market housing ownership on the Peak 
 
[Text and references: 7182 words] 
 
ABSTRACT 
The phenomenon of protectionism in land policy has survived in the globalised age for 
various reasons.  This case study on the destruction of racially discriminatory zoning in 
laissez-faire Colonial Hong Kong shows what could happen when protectionist measures 
are removed by the government.  Approaching the reality of discrimination from 
Cheung’s (1974) economic theory of price controls, Lai & Yu (2001) argued, on the basis 
of the records of official speeches and writings and a small sample of post-war 
assignments for housing lots, that the pre-World War II segregation law was motivated 
more by economic protectionism in favour of Europeans rather than by any social stigma 
against non-Europeans or genuine environmental externalities generated by Chinese 
housing.  This paper approaches the same phenomenon from a new perspective and with 
a better method.  It was revealed that natural or contractual, as opposed to legal, 
agglomeration could happen even under written discriminatory laws that allowed a 
degree of inclusion for the ethnic group that suffered discrimination.  This revelation was 
based on an examination of the ethnicity of the original owners and subsequent 
purchasers of all identifiable 627 housing lots on the Peak in Hong Kong for 115 years 
from 1876 to 1990, as found in the 421 relevant Crown Leases and 1,255 assignments.  
These housing lots fell into 23 street neighbourhoods and could be classified by altitude.  
The key findings lend support to the arguments that even if the post-war colonial 
literature evaded or even distorted the subject, there was no true racial animosity between 
European and Chinese citizens because the exclusionary laws were driven by economic 
protectionist motives and the repeal of the laws was socially and economically beneficial 
for both Chinese and Europeans. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The persistence of racial segregation under free market conditions, likely a consequence 
of the positive benefits of agglomeration, has been interpreted largely from an economic 
perspective (Logan et al., 1994; Wheeler, 2001; Chung & Kalnins, 2001; Rosenthal & 
Strange, 2003), and suggests that racially discriminatory laws in the past might well have 
been propelled not just by racial considerations, but economic ones, too.  Whether or not 
laissez faire could be a viable policy alternative to positive discrimination against a 
certain ethnic group after such laws were removed has not been given due consideration.  
This post-colonial case study of Colonial Hong Kong will shed light on this question, as 
well as on the persistence of protectionist land ownership measures in many countries. 
 
Although ownership in the ‘agglomeration’ literature has concentrated principally on 
business ownership rather than on property (see, for instance, Logan et al., 1994), the 
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issue of land ownership in segregation research has been looming, as exemplified by the 
recent work of Burger (2006) in an European Union context and the works of Uyanga 
(1989), Christopher (1997, 2001), Huchzermeyer (2001), McConnachie & Shackleton 
(2010), Firman (2004), and Kalabamu (2006).  It is hoped that this Asian case study will 
provide useful insights and technical references for researchers and policymakers who 
are engaged in residential planning in a market economy freed from racially 
discriminatory laws. 
 
To provide further and better evidence for the hypothesis and correcting certain errors in 
the pioneering work on housing segregation in Colonial Hong Kong by Lai & Yu (2001), 
this study on housing agglomeration is original in both theoretical and methodological 
terms.  Theoretically, it reveals an interesting phenomenon of the acquisition and 
agglomeration of properties by Chinese buyers, notwithstanding the exclusionary zoning 
that prohibited their residence on such properties, thus providing another real life 
example of Cheung’s theory of price control (1974) that was formally modelled by Lai & 
Yu (2001).  In terms of research methodology, as revealed in the literature review, this 
paper will demonstrate the fruitfulness of using reliable, publicly available, and easily 
verifiable data found in conveyancing documents viz. Crown Leases and assignments to 
evaluate the degree of segregation or agglomeration present.  Besides these research 
implications, this work should be a useful reference for policymakers who are determined 
to eradicate segregation by removing artificial barriers in the land market. 
THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF RACIAL SEGREGATION IN HONG 
KONG 
Colonial Hong Kong, founded in 1842, was world famous for being economically 
successful under a laissez faire economy governed by the rule of law.  However, its land 
market, based on a near universal leasehold system, was regulated well before the 
enactment of the Town Planning Ordinance of 1939. 
A survey of the post-World War II writings in English by Lai (2002, 2011) on Endacott 
(1964a; Endacott 1964b: 243); Sayer 1975: 128-9; Evans (1971: 26-7); Hopkins (1971); 
Hughes (1976: 125-6); Miners (1975); Crisswell & Watson (1982: 63); Pryor (1983); 
Bristow (1984: 258); Miners (1987: 54-5, 290, 293); Wesley-Smith (1987); Morris (1988: 
138-0; 190-1); Birch (1991: 46); Cameron (1991:215); Smith (1993: 132); Welsh (1993: 
378-9); Courtauld & Holdsworth (1997: 46); Morris (1997: 141); Flowerdew (1998: 18-
9); Carroll (1999:14); Wiltshire (1995: 11); Owen & Roberts (1999: 18); and Wood 
(2000), but omitting Briggs & Crisswell (1977); Tsai (1993); Smith (1995); White (1996); 
Fung (1997); Ting (1997); Wesley-Smith (1998);  Munn (2001); and Tsai (2001), 
revealed that the presence of racially discriminatory zoning laws driven by economic 
protectionist concerns to favour Europeans was generally either concealed or disguised 
as a means to keep out the Chinese with undesirable social and housing habits in the 
literature.  These laws evolved in three stages. 
 
The European District Reservation Ordinance 
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The first exclusionary zoning law in Hong Kong was the European District Reservation 
Ordinance of 1888.  It prohibited the building of any ‘Chinese tenement’ within the so-
called “European District”.  It also prohibited the division of residential buildings in the 
district by more than one person to every one thousand cubic feet of clear internal space. 
The Ordinance defined a “Chinese tenement” as “any tenement of the type usually 
designed for habitation by Chinese other than domestic servants”.  The “European 
District,” defined in Section 2 of the ordinance, referred to a zone in which most hilly 
residential areas on the Island of Hong Kong were located.  It includes the area known as 
the Mid-Levels.  The core of the European or Hill District was the highest mountain on 
Hong Kong Island, Victoria Peak, or the Peak.  The Peak has, since its opening to the 
general public, been a famous tourist attraction, with excellent views over Hong Kong’s 
Victoria Harbour on a clear day. 
 
Hill District Reservation Ordinance 
The second exclusionary zoning law, the Hill District Reservation Ordinance (Ordinance 
No. 4 of 1904), gave the Peak a de jure status as a zone that expressly excluded Chinese 
inhabitants.  It was a successor to the European District Reservation Ordinance that had 
been repealed by the Public Health and Building Ordinance of 1903.  The Hill District 
Reservation Ordinance defined the Hill District as an “area in the Island of Hong Kong 
situated above the 788-foot contour and to the west of a line drawn in a north and south 
direction through Middle or Cemetery Gap, including the hills known as Mount Cameron, 
Mount Gough, Mount Kellett, and Victoria Peak.  The Hill District Reservation 
Ordinance explicitly and unambiguously prohibited the Chinese from residing in the Hill 
District zone.  Section 3 of the ordinance read: 
 
It shall not be lawful (save in accordance with the provisions of this Ordinance) 
for any owner, lessee, tenant or occupier of any land or building within the Hill 
District to let such land or building or any part thereof for the purpose of 
residence by any but non-Chinese or to permit any but non-Chinese to reside on 
or in such land or building. 
 
The Peak District (Residence) Ordinance 
The third and last phase of exclusionary zoning was embodied in the Peak District 
(Residence) Ordinance of 1918.  Sub-section 1 of Section 3 of this ordinance stated: 
 
Subject to the provisions of section 4 of this Ordinance, it shall not be lawful for 
any person whatsoever to reside within the Peak District without the consent of 
the Governor in Council. 
 
In 1919, a similar ordinance to restrict the hilly part of Cheung Chau, an island in the 
New Territories, for consented persons was passed.  This was known as the Cheung Chau 
(Residence) Ordinance (Ordinance No. 14 of 1919).  The purpose was for the benefit of 
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vacationing British and American missionaries.1  Although the Chinese members of the 
Legislative Council were silent during the reading of the bill for the Peak District 
(Residence) Ordinance, they objected and voted against the bill for Cheung Chau.  Mr. 
Lau Chu-pak said that he could not believe that “of all people, they could have made such 
a request – preachers and teacher of equality and fraternity that they are” (Hong Kong 
Hansard 1919: 63-4).  Mr. Fok Ho (known to Chinese people as Mr. Ho Fok), another 
brother of Sir Robert Ho, was more explicit.  He said: 
 
In view of the fact that the war had been won by all races in the Empire I cannot 
be a party to the passing of this Bill which, in my opinion, is nothing more or less 
than racial legislation (Hong Kong Hansard 1919: 64). 
 
The general requirement for all to obtain consent was apparently based on physical or 
town planning considerations, as literal interpretations of the 1918 and 1919 ordinances 
seemed to suggest.  However, Lai & Yu (2001) took that the intent of the 1917 law was 
to ensure that no Chinese could purchase property in the European reserves.  Their 
evidence was based on two sources.  Note that Governor May was prepared to give his 
assent to these ordinances because he was surprised that Section 3 of the older law, the 
Hill District Reservation Ordinance, “did not, in law, prevent a Chinese from acquiring 
his own house in the district and living in it” (Wesley-Smith 1987: 22).  Besides, they 
were inspired by the Sir Robert Tung Ho saga.  Sir Ho (referred to as Robert Ho Tung in 
materials in the English language and “Mr. Ho Tung” by the Chinese), a Eurasian who 
was extremely successful in business and held in high regard by the colonial 
administration, had, by 1917, owned three houses in the Peak District, and his brother, 
Mr. Kam Tong Ho (known to the Chinese as “Mr. Ho Kam Tong”), had bought another. 
 
The story began when Sir Ho bought a house on the Peak and began to live in it in 1906.  
A constitutional row occurred in 1908 “when the Chief Justice, Sir Francis Piggott, a 
tenant of the Eyrie which overlooked the Governor’s summer retreat Mountain Lodge, 
proposed to let the house to Mr. Ho Tung” (Wesley-Smith, 1987: 21).  The Governor in 
Council regarded Ho as Chinese and ignored Sir Piggott’s vehement objection to the 
refusal of the council to grant Ho exemption under Section 4 of the Hill District 
Reservation Ordinance.  The Colonial Government also swiftly re-purchased the property 
from the younger Ho, who donated his proceeds to charity (Wesley-Smith, 1987).  After 
the sagas of the two Ho’s, no Chinese attempted to obtain permission from the Governor 
in Council to reside in the reserves. 
 
The formation of statutory racial segregation in Hong Kong was due to a desire to create 
a protected housing market for the European community.  Racial prejudice might have 
factored into this, but economic protectionism was more decisive.  Racial zoning is 
                                                 1 There was no record of attacks by local Chinese on foreign missionaries in Cheung Chau or other parts of Hong Kong.  Indeed, missionaries were generally respected for their charity and education endeavours.  The local Chinese Christian population (Catholics and Protestants) has been growing since missionaries came to Hong Kong. 
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equivalent to price control, according to Cheung’s (1974) theory, and it eventually 
collapsed such that the lost rent could be recaptured.  By the time the first statutory 
discrimination ordinance was in place in 1888, Colonial Hong Kong was almost half a 
century old.  Furthermore, extremely successful business people in Hong Kong were not 
limited to Europeans.  Many Chinese and Jews from Europe were also highly successful, 
and, like their European counterparts, some were active in charitable activities.  There is 
no better description of this fact than that stated in Smith’s A Sense of History.  The 
following description from a section in Smith’s work, entitled “The Gradual Emergence 
of Substantial Chinese Land Owners,” is informative: 
 
The first Chinese settlers (during the 1840s) did not have the capital to engage in 
extensive business activities.  They did reap a quick profit, however.  The 
Government rewarded their defiance of the orders of the Chinese officials prohibiting 
Chinese to have dealings with the English.  For their willingness to provide the needs 
of the foreign community, they were granted land.  Most of the original holders of the 
land certificates sold their rights after a few years.  Some, however, retained their 
original allotments and with the capital acquired through business activities bought up 
the lots of others.  It was this group that formed the backbone of the Chinese 
community in Hong Kong.  Their possession of landed property was a symbol of their 
intention to make Hong Kong their home (Smith, 1995: 47-8; author’s brackets). 
 
The removal of such segregation in 1946, according to Lai & Yu (2001), was also based 
on economic considerations during an immediate post-war situation in which maintaining 
the exclusionary law would prevent the now-deprived European landowners from 
realising their landed properties.  The evidence they produced was documentary.  
Regarding the formation of the laws, one of the sources they relied on was the content of 
the confidential despatch dated 5 September 1917 from Governor Francis Henry May to a 
Member of Parliament, the Right Honourable Walter Long.  This despatch states the 
worry among Europeans that the “wealthy Chinese” would buy properties on the Peak at 
“fancy prices”.  As for the post-war repeal of the discriminatory laws, Lai & Yu (2001) 
adduced a sample of the records of the assignment of European land parcels in the Peak 
area to Chinese persons or companies after the applicable law was repealed in 1946. 
 
THREE RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
 
In light of the above discussion, three research questions that can be posed to Lai & Yu 
(2001) remain unanswered.  
Research Question 1: Did Ho Tung live on the Peak before 1946? 
 
Cheung’s (1974) theory of price control, if validly applied, should call for an examination 
of the existence of a black market and, hence, a large number of Chinese residing on the 
Peak, even if they did not own land at all.  While this empirical question in itself is 
worthy of investigation and should be the subject of a separate inquiry, there is an even 
greater need to verify their supposition, based on the saga of Sir Robert Ho Tung, that the 
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Chinese were effectively prevented from owning land, not to mention living, on the Peak 
under the third piece of legislation.  Thus, our first research question is a historical one: 
did Sir Ho Tung actually reside on the Peak during the operation of the racially 
discriminatory system? 
 Lai & Yu (2001) did not investigate if a black market really existed, which was entailed by Cheung’s theory on the Peak.  The question is highly complicated, and it is understandable why an initial study avoided it.  For one thing, the factual absence of any Chinese from the Peak would imply that there was no black market.  However, the law permitted Chinese to live there as domestic servants.  Thus, any evidence of the existence of Chinese residents on the Peak is insufficient to prove the existence of a black market.  Official census statistics would not be useful unless they distinguish between real and “pretend” servants.  Here, the need to comprehensively investigate the history of ownership of land parcels on the Peak, which Lai & Yu (2001) did not do, is imperative. 
 
The very fact that the European reserves had retreated uphill (the Mid-Levels were 
abandoned in 1904 for the ultimate enclave above the 788-foot contour, at which the 
Peak stands) is a significant reflection of the economic status of the Chinese.  This retreat 
might well have meant that the economic pressures for yielding such land parcels, 
including all those above the 600-foot contour previously protected by the European 
District Reservation Ordinance and the European District Reservation (Amendment) 
Ordinance of 1888, to the “infiltrating” Chinese were irresistible.  However, the validity 
of the economic model of Lai & Yu (2001), however interesting, was predicated on a few 
pre-war archive materials and a sample of post-war land titles.   
 
Research Question 2: Did Chinese ever buy land on the Peak before 1946? 
 The question about Sir Ho, which could be purely a matter of law enforcement, is far less significant than the question of whether or not any Chinese bought land on the Peak when the Peak District (Residence) Ordinance was in force.  Based on the saga of Mr. Ho Kam Tong, Lai & Yu seemed to suggest that no Chinese could buy land after the last zoning law was enacted.  This law, in fact, only forbade the Chinese from living on the Peak in their own right, but did not stop them from living there as servants or becoming owners. To reiterate, while this ordinance rendered Chinese residence on the Peak lawful only with the permission of the Governor in Council, it did not stop or disallow the Chinese from buying or owning land there.  In fact, Chinese land buyers could obtain incomplete private property rights: full freedom of alienation and income, but limited freedom of use. 
 Back to Cheung’s theory, one logical way to corroborate the idea that the Peak zoning law was a form of price control would be to establish that both the percentage of all land parcels owned by Chinese and the percentage of new land parcels released by the government to the Chinese declined after the introduction of the 1918 law because these factors lend support to the argument that the zoning law attenuated the private property rights of land. 
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 If it happened that either type of percentage was rather stable or, in fact, increased, then our beliefs in the comfortable theory of price control would be shattered because the law did not cause a fall in the desire of the Chinese to hold onto old land or acquire new land on the Peak, notwithstanding the legal constraint that they could not reside anywhere in their own land. 
 
Research Question 3: When and how did the Chinese establish themselves on the Peak 
after 1946? 
 
Did (and when) the Chinese actually ‘capture’ the Peak after the exclusionary law, or 
segregation by edict, was repealed?  This surely involved the dimension of speed, which 
Lai & Yu (2001) presumed to be very quick. Lai & Yu (2001) examined the title 
documents of only a sample of land parcels for three years. 
 
Besides the question of if or when the Peak was captured by the Chinese as the majority 
landowner, how exactly did such a capture manifest itself in spatial terms over time? 
 
Granted that the Chinese eventually became the dominant nationality in terms of land 
ownership on the Peak, this question would pertain to the concept of natural segregation 
as agglomeration, which this paper has considered.  Census statistics in many countries 
affirmed that migrant populations, which tend to share the same culture and social 
networks, tend to settle in clusters and colonise certain parts of cities for mutual benefit.  
This often happens when one street in a neighbourhood becomes “colonised” and then 
spills over to adjacent streets.  While this may not have any discriminatory intent, this 
does have the effect of segregation, which may be said to be natural or contractual, as no 
compulsion is involved in the departure of the original inhabitants.  Therefore, it is better 
to call such segregation an agglomeration. 
 
HYPOTHESES, METHODOLOGY, AND DATA 
 
Hypotheses 
 
Three empirical hypotheses were established to evaluate the three research questions 
discussed above.  They were: 
 
(Hypothesis 1) Sir Ho Tung had to leave the Peak when the third piece of 
legislation was in force. 
 
(Hypothesis 2) Agglomeration of the Chinese on the Peak occurred irrespective of 
the existence of exclusionary zoning law during the study period. 
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(Hypothesis 3) Agglomeration of the Chinese on the Peak occurred street by street 
in an uphill direction to the Peak after the repeal of the exclusionary zoning law 
during the study period. 
 
Hypothesis 1 addresses Research Question 1, Hypothesis 2 addresses Question 3, and 
Hypothesis 3 addresses Question 2.   
 
Hypothesis 2 was derived from the basis of Cheung’s theory of price control, which 
predicts that rational economic agents will try their best to bypass regulations or adjust 
their behaviour in those dimensions of private property that are not regulated. 
 
Hypothesis 3 was based on the assumptions that property values on the Peak would 
increase with altitude and that the Chinese tend to buy the cheaper lots before acquiring 
those of greater value.  For purposes of evaluation, when 50% or more of the lots were 
concentrated in the hands of Chinese owners, we can say that agglomeration was 
dominant.  This simple majority measurement may seem simplistic or even arbitrary, but 
since we used it as a reference to compare changes in the ratios of ownership throughout 
history, a holistic picture can be grasped. 
 
These hypotheses should be viewed in light of the fact that land ownership is a 
significant factor, if not a theoretical issue in segregation research, as evidenced by the 
work of Uyanga (1989) in a Nigerian; Christopher (1997, 2001); Huchzermeyer (2001) 
and McConnachie & Shackleton (2010) in a South African; Firman (2004) in an 
Indonesian; and Kalabamu (2006) in a Botswanan context.  These studies generally 
confirmed that the removal of segregation laws per se may not lead to the disappearance 
of racial segregation due to various non-price rigidities or structural conditions that 
constrain the land market.  In contrast, the economy of Colonial Hong Kong was a well-
known laissez faire regime, and thus, its land market should have been much more 
flexible and less susceptible to non-economic considerations.  Whether or not this 
speculation is valid is an empirical question. 
 
Methodology and data 
 
To evaluate these questions, we purchased from the Land Registry of Hong Kong the 
Crown Leases and assignments of all identifiable housing lots for all 23 streets on the 
Peak.  They are generally located at different altitudes and their leases were those 
executed in the period from the first date of land allocation on each street until 1990.  The 
end year was selected on the consideration that since 1991, there has been a drive to 
convert land use for houses into one for apartments with multiple ownership, which 
rendered comparisons more complicated and costly. 
The data set consists of the title documents of 627 housing lots on the Peak for 115 years 
from 1876 to 1990, as found in 421 relevant Crown Leases and 1,255 assignments.  
These housing lots were located in 23 neighbourhoods.   The use of land title data in the 
segregation research can be traced to the work of Bailey (1966) and Lapham (1971). 
Findings and interpretation 
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For the lowest street on the Peak, the name and ethnicity of the owner of the plot of land 
with the smallest lot number were recorded each year from the year the land was first 
granted until 1990.  The process was repeated for the land lot with a greater lot number 
until we collected the data for all the housing lots along a street.  Then, we collected data 
for the next higher street until a picture of the entire Peak area materialized. 
We presented the data collected graphically in Figures 1 and 2 with the names of the land 
owners suppressed, as they were irrelevant for our analysis.  A summary of the findings 
is provided in Table 1, which shows the year in which the Chinese became the majority 
owners on the Peak by street in a descending order of altitude. 
 
Table 1 and Figures 1 to 2 near here 
 
One finding was that contrary to popular belief, the purchase of land by the Chinese 
occurred under the exclusionary law.  Indeed, Figures 1 and 2 demonstrate that land 
ownership by the Chinese relative to Europeans did not systematically fall with time and 
even witnessed increases in certain years (say 1931 and 1940).  One possible explanation 
for this was, in line with Cheung’s theory, modified to take into account uncertainty over 
Chinese owners’ anticipation of the eventual removal of the zoning law.  Another 
possible reason can be found in the shadow of the Coase Theorem: Chinese owners were 
content to lease their properties to Europeans, which was just as good, in terms of 
economics, for their own use.  The third possible reason is that leasing properties to 
Europeans could actually enhance land values, and hence, Chinese buyers voluntarily 
subjected themselves to statutory restrictions on property rights in the hope of deriving 
higher rental incomes from purely European neighbourhoods.  This possibility is, 
according to a careful reading of the analysis of Lorne (2009), possibly a path towards 
sustainable development.  A negative right, like a piece of “negative heritage” (Meskell, 
2002) judged normatively from a human rights perspective, could bring about economic 
gain by way of a positive consumption externality due to an agglomeration of Europeans.  
One obvious externality is their contribution to English landscaping and gardening the 
land (Home, 1997).  We do not advocate racial segregation, but speculate on the 
possibility of transforming an adverse constraint on property rights into gains through a 
lease. 
 
In was in this interesting context that Sir Ho Tung owned land on the Peak.  Was Sir 
Robert Ho forced to leave the Peak?  While Miners (1987: 293) said he resided elsewhere, 
Courtauld and Holdsworth (1997: 46) stated otherwise.  In any event, Sir Ho was 
Eurasian and not fully Chinese.  A veteran, Charles Barman, a Quartermaster Sergeant in 
the Hong Kong/Singapore Royal Artillery, recalled that during the Battle of Hong Kong, 
Sir Robert’s residence was used as an artillery headquarters.  Barman commandeered the 
“residence of Sir Robert Ho Tung” near Magazine Gap Bridge (Barman 2009: 11) in the 
‘Peak District’ (p.3) and used it as the “West Administrative Pool” for the artillery of the 
defenders on 9 December 1941.  This meant that Hypothesis 1 was refuted. 
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Second, before World War II, under three successive protectionist exclusionary 
ordinances that discriminated against the Chinese, signs of agglomeration occurred, but 
only on two Mid-Level (Peel Rise and Lugard Road), not the uppermost, streets in the 
Peak area.  This meant that Hypothesis 2 was not refuted. 
Third, after 1946, when the last exclusionary zoning ordinance was repealed, Chinese 
buyers eventually succeeded in securing properties on the upper levels of the Peak 
beginning with a property on Mount Austin Road, 540 metres above sea level, in 1959.  
Most of the agglomeration occurred during the 1970s on streets located 300 to 400 metres 
above sea level.  However, many streets at different altitudes remained in the hands of 
Europeans until the end of the study period.  Therefore, Hypothesis 3 was refuted.  Given 
the fact that the European population of Hong Kong has always been a minority, our 
findings affirmed that the Peak was, racially speaking, a European colony under free 
market conditions.  Natural segregation or segregation by a spontaneous market did occur 
during our study period. 
During the course of our data interpretation, something appeared to be far more 
theoretically interesting than the two hypotheses.  First, we found that lots falling into the 
hands of Chinese buyers could be purchased by Europeans and vice versa before and 
after the repeal of the exclusionary law.  Second, there was a general increase in both the 
number of Chinese and European owners on the Peak after the repeal of the 
discriminatory law.  These facts dispelled speculation that there was any stigmatisation or 
sterilisation of land by any ethnic group or real animosity between Chinese and 
Europeans. 
 
CONCLUSION 
The specific factual findings of this case study were that: (a) before World War II, under 
three successive protectionist exclusionary ordinances that discriminated against the 
Chinese, the Chinese could only occupy the Mid-Levels, but not the uppermost, streets in 
the Peak area; (b) after 1946, when the last ordinance was repealed, the Chinese 
succeeded in eventually capturing the upper levels of the Peak; (c) contrary to popular 
belief, purchases of land by Chinese buyers happened even under the exclusionary law 
and there was evidence that their land holdings increased, rather than decreased, even if 
they could not enjoy their private property rights fully; (d) housing lots falling into the 
hands of Chinese buyers could be purchased by Europeans and vice versa before and 
after the repeal of the exclusionary law; (e) there was a general increase in the number of 
Chinese and European owners on the Peak after the repeal of the discriminatory law and 
(f) the colonisation of the Peak by the Chinese as residents after 1946 has been slow and 
the Peak remained a largely European settlement until recently.  These findings support 
the arguments that whether the post-war colonial literature evaded or even distorted the 
subject, there was no true racial animosity because the exclusionary laws were driven by 
economic protectionist motives and the repeal of the law was socially and economically 
beneficial for both Chinese and Europeans. 
 
The above analysis suggested that the freedom of contract is conducive to the 
preservation of a good housing environment.  Could there be an alternative explanation?  
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Was it possible that the post-war domination of the Peak by European residents was a 
legacy of the zoning laws?  Arguably, some “rigidities” or customs of land use could 
have been nurtured by the law, and they could have remained significant by retaining its 
European social composition.  This echoed the argument mooted in the paper that even 
the pre-war Chinese purchase of land lots could have been driven by a desire to rent to 
European families to foster a certain quality of housing.  This submission can be 
buttressed by the observations that land lots re-sold by Europeans were typically held 
only for a relatively short period of time by the Chinese in the interim.  However, this 
argument runs into difficulties, as leasing to Europeans could achieve the same purpose 
and there is no need for zoning control in their favour.  Besides, it is certain that the Peak 
Club, once the centre of social life on the Peak, went into liquidation and ceased 
operation on 24.10.1951, and without further investigation into the sociology of the so-
called “Peakites”(European residents on the Peak), this alternative explanation remains 
more speculative and less persuasive than the quantifiable free market argument. 
 
As for the method of evaluating segregation, this paper is an original attempt to use 
changes in the ownership of land classified by altitude, as indicated by information in 
land title documents, to evaluate the extent of residential segregation and agglomeration 
in Hong Kong.  In terms of theory, it added to the literature on the economic conditions 
and institutional aspects of segregation when informed by Cheung’s theory of price 
control.  While there is truism in Myrdal’s (1944) thesis on discrimination (i.e., it is too 
complicated to generalise racial matters), and many recent studies (for instance, 
K’Akumu & Olima 2007) confirmed this view, our study of the changes in ownership of 
land parcels on the Peak revealed facts that support an economic interpretation of 
segregation zoning in Hong Kong. 
 
In theoretical terms, this work qualifies the initial exploration of racially discriminatory 
zoning by Lai & Yu (2001) using Cheung’s (1974) theory of price control by addressing 
the issue of the black market and reinterpreting Cheung’s theory from the points of view 
of the Coase Theorem and sustainability (Lai & Hung 2008).  Although the Chinese were 
not allowed to reside in the zone, they were nevertheless permitted to own land there, and 
they bought quite a number of properties even before the repeal of the law.  This study 
found an increase in the population of both Chinese and European landowners, which 
testifies to the argument suggested by Logan et al. (1994); Wheeler (2001); Chung & 
Kalnins (2001); and Rosenthal & Strange (2003) that racially discriminatory laws in the 
past might not really be founded on the basis of racial considerations alone.  It is 
informative for policymakers as well.  The Hong Kong study implies that laissez faire is a 
workable policy alternative to positive discrimination against a certain ethnic group when 
it comes to housing supply, as a free market could perform the same role as zoning to 
enhance the housing environment. 
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